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14. Waterfront Park

The publicly owned 4.3-acre former municipal land fill located between Cohoes Boulevard and
the Mohawk River is proposed to be redeveloped as public open space with access to the
waterfront.  The property is to include picnic areas placed within expanses of meadow, low-mow
grasses and successional old field plantings surrounded by preserved woodland areas.   The
park’s design should enhance the natural reclamation processes currently taking place while
providing a recreational experience with interpretive and educational offerings on multiple
themes.  Potential themes include:

the environmental remediation of the site to include demonstrations of engineered,
biological and phytoremediation techniques and methodologies;

the enhancement of the riparian habitat and water quality of the Mohawk River; and

interpretation of the interface of the river and land.

The creative use of landform to enhance the user experience could be coordinated with future
remediation measures in the event that additional material will be required to cap the landfill.
Proposed shoreline improvements include wetland enhancements and a kayak launch along a
potential waterside blueway trail connecting the mainland with nodes along Simmons and Van
Schaick islands.  Additional environmental investigations are proposed during BOA Step 3
Implementation activities to include a Phase 2 Environmental Site Assessment to gain a greater
understanding of on-site environmental conditions.  A significant design component will be the
provision of access from SR 787, which should be planned for as part of future corridor
improvements.

The use of low maintenance ground covers within the park would reduce mowing costs, protect the landfill cap, and provide a
unique waterfront destination within an urban environment.
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15. Commercial / Office Flex Space

The 7.6-acre site is currently composed of 17 separate properties located within the industrial
zone and adjacent to the Norlite incinerator facility.  The proposed reuse of these properties

may include flexible commercial/office
space that is more compatible within
the City’s industrial zone.  The site is
large enough to encourage modern,
Class A space that could be utilized by
expanding local businesses.  In
addition, the site is also considered
appropriate for manufacturing and
distribution activities due to its
proximity to Cohoes Boulevard.  The
development of this site should seek
LEED certification through the
utilization of green building design and
construction techniques.  The City

should explore a land assembly strategy
during BOA Step 3 Implementation
activities.

16. The Erie Canal and Champlain Canal ‘Juncta’ Interpretive Area

Similar to the reconstruction and interpretation of a segment of the Champlain Canal at the
Mohawk River, the ‘Juncta’ represents a significant opportunity to highlight the City’s prominent
Erie Canal heritage.  The junction, or ‘Juncta’, of the 1825 Erie Canal with the Champlain Canal
made Cohoes a major transfer station for goods traveling from the North Country southbound
to New York City.  The reconstruction of the Juncta includes the redevelopment of 5 acres of
land, the majority of which is under public control by the NYS DOT, and includes an original
Clinton’s Ditch-era lock adjacent to the SR 787 corridor.  The redevelopment may include an
interpretive center building constructed of appropriate period materials such as limestone, and

could become and important
destination within the RiverSpark
Hudson-Mohawk Heritage Area.

The development of office space within the industrial district
complements the commercial/industrial character of

surrounding land uses.

The Juncta Interpretive Center could function
as a gateway to Cohoes, and further supports
the City’s use of heritage-tourism as an
economic and community development
catalyst.
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17. New Multifamily Housing

The site of the grocery store along Congress Avenue is proposed for redevelopment as
multifamily housing upon the potential relocation of the current use to either Project Site 13 or
20.  The redevelopment of this site for residential use will complement to the surrounding
neighborhood pattern and would reduce traffic volumes within the largely residential area.

Multifamily structures should be up to three
stories in height and maintain an architectural
character complementary to the valued historic
forms existing in the surrounding
neighborhood. The additional residential
density would assist in supporting local
businesses, and would be within walking
distance of the George Street Park and two
CDTA bus stops on Main Street.  Site slopes of
greater than 15 percent along the eastern
boundary of the property and proximity to the
Canadian Pacific freight rail corridor should be
considered during redevelopment.

18. New Mixed Use Development at Main Street and Columbia Street

Significant momentum for revitalization along Main Street near Columbia Street is anticipated to
follow the construction of St. Joseph Park and adjacent private mixed use redevelopment.  The
adaptive reuse of the former Cohoes Armory also proposed in Phase 1 could provide an
additional boost to neighborhood activity and
investment.  The proposed project includes the
redevelopment of six parcels totaling less than one
acre fronting on Main Street, Columbia Street and
Remsen Street.  The mixed use project could include
the construction of three-story residential structures
along Main Street and a four-story signature mixed
use structure at the corner of Main and Columbia.
The immediate corner of Columbia and Remsen
Street could be redeveloped as an urban plaza to
enhance the potential for outdoor dining of the
adjacent mixed use structures.  This project will likely
entail significant efforts to gain comprehensive site
control, and will require the exploration of model
strategies during BOA Step 3 activities.

The historic Pullman Townhomes in Chicago, IL offer a
comparable scale and character for appropriate
redevelopment on the current Price Chopper site.

Redevelopment should seek projects that utilize
the public realm as an extension of private, active

spaces to add vibrancy to the streetscape.
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19. Cohoes Boulevard (SR 787) Improvements

Previously studied as an Expanded Project Proposal by the City of Cohoes and the NYS DOT, the
BOA Master Plan supports the reconfiguration of Cohoes Boulevard into a tree lined signature
transportation corridor that unifies downtown Cohoes with the Mohawk River waterfront.
Significant gateway, wayfinding and pedestrian/bicycle improvements would accompany the
project, which is anticipated to include a central vegetated median with ornamental lighting and
a multiuse path on one or both sides of the corridor.  The current roadway is negatively
impacted by substantial overgrowth of invasive plant species; this scrub is suggested to be
removed and replaced with sustainable native vegetation to buffer adjacent uses.  Low
maintenance, tall species are recommended for the outside plantings, with smaller, ornamental
plantings within the central median.   The next step for the advancement of this project is to exit
the scoping phase (EPP) and complete a draft design report which entails the evaluation of
alternatives, an analysis of social, environmental and economic impacts, the selection of a
preferred alternative and the development of preliminary design drawings.

A signal optimization study should be completed from Dyke Avenue to the intersection with SR
32 to improve the efficiency of traffic flow during peak periods, and save energy during off peak
periods. This should include corresponding intersections on Bridge Avenue, SR 32 and SR 470.

Based upon our traffic analysis, traffic flow and intersection performance will improve within the
SR 787 corridor if a dedicated north bound slip lane is constructed at the intersection of SR 787
and SR 32.

Seabreeze Drive in Irondequoit, NY was formerly NY 590  and underwent a
transformation into a signature, multi-modal corridor complete with a green
central median, multiuse trail and sidewalks.

Concept sketch of proposed right turn

lane from NY 787 to northbound NY 32.
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20. Retail / Office Space

The Cohoes Professional Center currently occupies 3.6 acres in the northern portion of the Study
Area, 2.5 acres of which are utilized for surface parking.  The Master Plan envisions the complete
build-out of this site with structured parking and additional office and retail space, potentially to
include a new small-scale grocery of approximately 20,000 square feet with office or residential
above.  The scale, character and massing of nearby development would likely be supportive of
structures as large as four to six stories in this location.  The site has high quality access to SR 32
and SR 787, making it a logical destination for retail shopping or a regional employment center.
The City should seek to engage the property owner to identify future plans with the property,
and offer available assistance towards the future redevelopment of the site.

The Price Chopper in Saratoga Springs provides a
small urban grocery within a larger mixed use
building.  A similar project in Cohoes would add
24-hour vibrancy and activity to the northern

portions of the Central Business District.
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Table 9: Phase 2 Capital Projects

Project
No. Name Project Phasing and

Anticipated Costs ($2012) Potential Funding Resources Time
Frame Notes

10 New Office Development

Environmental
Investigation $20,000 City, BOA 2014-2015 Environmental investigations conducted during BOA Step 3 Implementation activities.

Remedy Selection and
Remediation TBD ERP, City 2015-2016 As required, based on findings from investigation.

Design TBD Private 2015-2016 Dependent on final end use. Conceptual design conducted during BOA Step 3
Implementation activities

Demolition/
Construction

$6,000,000 to
$8,000,000+

Private, ACIDA, PILOT, CDREDC, LWRP,
ERP 2018-2022 Costs based on 40,000 square feet of office space; site demolition costs currently

unknown.

11 Champlain Canal
Interpretive Center

Site Acquisition
(Estimated) $50,000 City, BOA 2014-2016 Site acquisition costs anticipated to be largely due diligence and legal for transfer from

NYSDOT.

Environmental
Investigation $20,000 City, BOA 2016-2018 Environmental investigations conducted during BOA Step 3 Implementation activities.

Remedy Selection and
Remediation TBD City, NYSDOT, ERP 2018-2020 As required, based on findings from investigation.

Design TBD City, BOA, EPF Parks, NPS 2018-2020 Master planning and utility relocation studies conducted during BOA Step 3
Implementation activities.

Demolition/
Construction Unknown Private, City, EPF Parks 2020-2023 Seek to have private involvement potentially through incentive zoning.  Costs will be

dependent upon findings from feasibility studies conducted in BOA Step 3.

12 Improved Public Park
with Water Access

Environmental
Investigation $20,000 City, BOA 2016-2018 Environmental investigations conducted during BOA Step 3 Implementation activities.

Remedy Selection and
Remediation TBD City, ERP 2018-2020 As required, based on findings from investigation.

Schematic Design TBD City, BOA 2014-2016 Schematic design and utility relocation studies conducted during BOA Step 3.

Final Design TBD City, EPF Parks, EPF LWRP 2018-2020 City should seek funding through CFA process at completion of BOA Step 3.

Demolition/
Construction Unknown Private, City, EPF Parks, EPF LWRP 2020-2025 Seek to have private involvement potentially through incentive zoning.  Costs will be

dependent upon findings from feasibility studies conducted in BOA Step 3.

13 Potential Grocery Store

Planning/Feasibility $50,000 Private, BOA 2014-2016 Site evaluation reports and targeted market analysis conducted as part of the BOA Step 3
Implementation activities.

Site Acquisition
(estimated) $1,000,000+ Private, City, CLDC, CIDA 2014-2016 3 Cedar Street (largest lot) currently for sale for $1,000,000.

Design TBD Private 2016-2018 Dependent upon findings from targeted market analysis.

Construction $10,000,000+ Private, PILOT, CIDA, NYSERDA 2016-2020 Price based on 42,000 square foot store.  NYSERDA New Construction Program, or
similar, should be considered for energy efficiency funding.
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Project
No. Name Project Phasing and

Anticipated Costs ($2012) Potential Funding Resources Time
Frame Notes

14 Waterfront Park

Environmental
Investigation $20,000 City, BOA 2016-2018 Environmental investigations conducted during BOA Step 3 Implementation activities.

Remedy Selection and
Remediation TBD City, ERP 2018-2020 As required, based on findings from investigation.

Schematic Design TBD City, BOA, EPF Parks, EPF LWRP 2014-2016 Master planning conducted during BOA Step 3 Implementation activities.

 Final Design TBD City, EPF Parks, EPF LWRP 2018-2020 City should seek funding through CFA process at completion of BOA Step 3.

Construction Unknown Private, City, EPF Parks, EPF LWRP 2020-2025 Seek to have private involvement potentially through incentive zoning.

15 Commercial / Office
Flex Space

Site Acquisition
(estimated) $350,000+ City 2020-2025 City to assist in land assembly process, where possible. Costs based on current assessed

value.

Design TBD Private 2023-2025 Dependent upon available land.

Construction $12,000,000+ Private, PILOT, CIDA, NYSERDA Beyond 2025 NYSERDA New Construction Program, or similar. Cost based on 60,000 square feet of
Class A Office Space.

16
Erie Canal and

Champlain Canal Juncta
Interpretive Center

Feasibility/Planning $50,000 City, BOA, EPF Parks 2014-2016 Feasibility and planning conducted during BOA Step 3 Implementation activities.

Site Acquisition
(estimated) $50,000 City, BOA, NYSDOT, EPF Parks 2014-2016 City to lead land assembly efforts. Costs anticipated for due diligence and legal transfer

from NYSDOT.

Design $150,000+ City, EPF Parks 2014-2016 Dependent upon findings from feasibility study.

Construction TBD Private, EPF Parks, CC 2020-2023 Seek to have private involvement potentially through incentive zoning or private not-for-
profits. Dependent upon final design.

17 New Multifamily Building

Design Unknown Private 2022-2024 Dependent upon market and ownership.

Construction $1,000,000 Private, CLDC, SLIHTC/LIHTC, CLFCR 2024-2026 Community Loan Fund of the Capital Region, or similar CDFI.  Costs based on 12 market-
rate rental units in 3-story building.
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Project
No. Name Project Phasing and

Anticipated Costs ($2012) Potential Funding Resources Time
Frame Notes

18

New Mixed Use
Development at Main
Street and Columbia

Street

Site Acquisition
(estimated) $400,000+ City, Private 2020-2023 Land assembly strategy included within BOA Step 3 activities should provide meaningful

input.  Costs based on current assessed values.

Planning/Design TBD Private 2020-2023 Dependent upon available land and final developer.

Demolition/
Construction

$4,000,000 to
$5,000,000 Private, TIF/PIF Beyond 2025 Costs based on 5 townhouses and 15 market-rate apartments.  Potential TIF/PIF revenues

to fund public realm improvements.

19 Cohoes Boulevard
Improvements

Signal Optimization
Study $125,000 City, STP, BOA 2014-2015

Slip Lane Design and
Construction $350,000 City, STP, TA, NYS DOT 2016-2020

Schematic Design -
Road $250,000 City, STP, TA 2015-2020 City to apply for next 4-year TIP funding cycle in 2014.

Final  Design - Road $500,000 City, STP, TA 2015-2020 City to apply for next 4-year TIP funding cycle in 2014.

Construction $7,000,000+ STP, TA, CMAQ, NYS DOT Beyond 2025 Seek to coordinate activities with next major capital pavement maintenance program.

20 Retail / Office Space

Design Unknown Private, CLDC 2016-2020 CLDC to assist, where possible, in tenant attraction

Construction $15,000,000+ Private, PILOT, CIDA, NYSERDA 2021 NYSERDA New Construction Program, or similar for energy efficiency improvements.
Costs based on 50,000 square feet of construction plus structured parking for 250 cars.
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Phase 3: Beyond 16 Years

After 16 years of development, revitalization and investment, the BOA should have established a
critical mass of new residents and businesses and a self-sustaining neighborhood economy.  By
2029, the private real estate and development marketplace should be capable of undertaking
investment opportunities absent of public subsidies.  Map 18 and Table 10 depict the final Build
Out of proposed development projects which seek to greatly increase the density of the Central
Business District and the South Columbia neighborhood.  By the beginning of Phase 3,
downtown Cohoes will be a community of choice within the Capital District with a diversity of
housing alternatives and convenient access to employment opportunities, recreation options,
and retail and personal services establishments.

Development within Phase 3 is concentrated north of Columbia Street and consists of
townhouse redevelopment in currently underutilized areas along Remsen Street, Bedford Street
and Sargent Street.  Development character should be capable of obtaining market or luxury
rates, with buildings ranging from two to four stories and a significant emphasis placed upon
the quality and definition of public realm improvements.
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21.  Bedford Street Townhouse Development

Proposed townhouses along Bedford Street are envisioned to reestablish the residential
character of the street and provide high quality housing alternatives within a short walk to the
St. Joseph’s Park redevelopment from Phase 2.  Townhomes should maintain a modest scale and

massing, potentially with a
contemporary interpretation of
historically valued forms.  Parking
for townhouse structures should
be in the rear, with shared access
drives located between groupings
of two, three or four structures.
Residences should have direct
sidewalk access to the street, with
generous front porches and
potentially small gardens in
shallow front yards.  This project
would require the developer to
gain comprehensive site control,
and may require a public-private
partnership conducted over the
course of several years to acquire
a development-ready site.

22.  George Davis Avenue Housing Development

The Master Plan envisions a new affordable housing neighborhood between Congress Street
and Ontario Street.  The project will rename Sargent Street to Davis Street in honor of George
Stacy Davis, a prominent Cohoes native and former Major League Baseball player.  Similar in
scale, quality and character to the housing located in the adjacent Olmsted Historic District, the
revitalization of George Davis Avenue envisions the relocation of public housing from the
Saratoga Sites property adjacent to the Norlite manufacturing facility.   The development of a
central public space between the housing units could provide recreation and playground space
in a unique, high quality housing alternative for low/moderate income residents within
downtown.  Similar to Project 21, the development as proposed would require extensive site
acquisition, likely conducted over an extended time period.

These new townhouses in the Old Town neighborhood of Lansing, MI
provide an example of appropriate scale and site design for infill
development along Bedford Street.

The relocation of the Saratoga Sites public housing complex away from the
Norlite manufacturing facility was identified as an important long-term goal to
protect the health and safety of residents, and to transition incompatible uses
out of the industrial zone to more appropriate locations.


